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You can paint realistic animals even if you've never painted before!If you think drawing or painting is

too difficult, think again. With over 20 paint-along projects featured in this book, you can create

beautiful acrylic paintings of kittens, puppies, horses, ducks and many other animals!Each project

comes with an easy-to-use drawing template so you can get started painting right away! Each

project also includes:Reference photosTips on creating backgroundsA complete list of materialsA

visual reference for paint colors and mixturesStep-by-step instruction in the techniques you need to

create each wonderful, complete painting!Not only will you have fun learning to paint these adorable

animals, you'll have a finished painting that you can proudly display or give as a gift.Let this book

teach you how to paint your animal friends today!
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Jeanne Filler Scott's work has been in numerous exhibitions. In addition to her magazine credits,

she has published several greeting cards, and she is the author of Wildlife Painting Basics: Small

Animals.

Took week to arrive, few pages where stuck together at the very top, as if the book got little damp or

wet and it buckled and the pages dried together. Not bad shape. I love all forms of art, drawling,

painting etc. I don't always have time to drawl and paint, it's usualy one or the other, this lets you

just do a quick trace and just start painting. Even though I know how to draw it cuts the time in half.



you can trace the following.Cat - 3 different sketchesKitten -1 sketchDog - 4 different

sketchesPuppy - 1 sketchHorse - 3 different sketchesPony and baby horse - 1 eachCow - 2

sketchesCalf - 1 sketchPig - 1 sketchChicks - 1 sketchDucks - 1 sketchRooster - 1 sketch.Over all

decent book , it gives step by step maybe not AS detailed as other books out there but good.Gives

colors you will use or like me you can change all the colors and patterns. Would I buy again? Yes

Detailed instruction. Lots of images & clear easy to understand text

Its okay . I need more instructions then it offers. I read it 4 Times and still need help with where to

start painting.

Is easy to follow, clear explanation. I like it so much. I recommend to people who is interested in

painting animals.

This is a wonderfully easy to follow painting book. The details are really good. Jeanne Fillers Scott is

one of my favorite artist. Her painting books include everything you need to know about getting

started.  is the best place to review and purchase books. They offer a great selection, easy

transactions and very fast shipping right to your door! What more could you want. Buy more books!

To be fair, I like looking at the book and I think these would be very simple pattern ideas to follow.

Sort of a "how to draw a detailed coloring book of your favorite pets", manual. Non intimidating, i'm

just lazy. Right now its being used as a "mouse coaster" for a laptop ....so you could say that my

husband fins my book useful too!

Prompt delivery! Love the content and can't wait to try the techniques described.
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